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Title: What’s the Word on the Street?: Witnessing/Performing Theory
Introduction
We witness through our bodies, and performance helps draw our attention to the material,
visceral connection between our lived experiences and our theoretical frameworks. Performance
helps us to both be a witness to the connection and embody (through performance) the
connections between lived experience and theory for others to witness. For example, Johnson’s
germinal solo show Strange Fruit: A Performance about Identity Politics interweaves Black
quare theory and womanist theory with his own narrative, writing about the intersections of
Black women and his experience as a Black gay man. Johnson’s show allows us to witness his
intersections of theory and the material realities of being a Black gay man in the southern United
States. As Johnson notes in his interview with Calafell (2016):
One of the ways I try to resist that [turning inward] is by incorporating theory,
performing theory. In the middle of talking about coming out to my mother, I start
talking about Judith Butler and I start quoting writers. That’s a way to move it
from the personal to the political by using theory as a frame…and also making
theory accessible (p. 232).
The Word on the Street (WotS) assignment uses performance and documentary to do this type of
personal witnessing with a theoretical frame with undergraduates. This is a video assignment for
a lower-level undergraduate course in communication theory. The course presents theories from
the discipline in units based in subdisciplines: leadership and organizational communication,
identity and culture, and public discourse and advocacy; and this assignment asks students to
bear witness to how these theories intersect within their own lives.
Rationale
In the classroom, we often privilege the page through our close examination of texts that
explore and explain theory, and we see this as a primary way of knowing (and learning) about
the world around us. This false objectivism creates the aura of expertise around the theorist (and
the professor). And, while students offer examples to support appearances of theory within their
own lives, the space of the classroom often contains and disciplines our embodied
understandings of theories. Taking the theory out in the world helps to complicate that
relationship through removing the reliance on the page, and turning towards embodied
performances in video, within the “real world.”
Reflecting Fournier’s (2021) conceptualization of autotheory as a “self-conscious way of
engaging with theory” (p. 7), students witness theory outside of masculinist ideas of knowing by
considering theory within their own lives. By normalizing the “I” in what “proper” theoretical
knowledge building should look like, students’ embodied ways of knowing are privileged
through performance, which is especially salient for marginalized students who have been
historically overdetermined by their bodies and experiences. A pedagogy of performance links
performance to embodied theory to make theory personal and destabilize the hierarchy of theory
as purely philosophical. By asking students to find theory in their own lives, a pedagogy of
performance “[re]considers the politics of access and power around the production of theory and
the reinscription of what constitutes acceptable knowledge in spaces of higher learning”
(Fournier, p. 27).
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Learning Objectives
The learning objectives for this assignment are:
1. Translate a communication theory framework into their own words.
2. Interpret how a communication theory functions within everyday lived experience.
3. Produce a video representation of how the theory functions within everyday lived experience.
4. Appraise the effectiveness of the video representation in aiding the understanding of the
communication theory.
Explanation
This assignment also offers the instructor a moment of witnessing just how the student
makes sense of theory in their lives. This type of witnessing, while not as embodied as the
performance work the students are doing, is also valuable. We can see how long standing
theoretical disciplinary frames are unpacked in real time, over the semesters we teach them. The
WotS assignment uses performance and documentary to reimagine engagement with theory for
undergraduates, and offers instructors a glimpse into their process. Further, the assignment asks
students to push against masculinist frameworks of knowing by exploring theory through
personal experiences, eliminating the white/colonial philosophical “abstraction,” and engaging
haptic happenings of theory.
The semester-long (or quarter) communication theory course offers three units. The WotS
assignment requires each student to create three short videos, one after each of the three units.
The 2-3 minute videos will focus on ONE of the theories presented in the unit by
investigating/embodying the theory in their own lives. Each video represents their investigation
of that theory by answering four key questions:
• What is the theory, and what specific parts of the theory are you demonstrating?
• What is the real-life example?
• What is the precise connection between the theory and example?
• Would this lived experience example make it easier to understand the theory for others?
The assignment is summarized on the syllabus, but we spend a portion of one of the early
class sessions reviewing the above questions, and the parameters of the assignment. Students
first translate the theoretically dense material into their own words, making sure to pinpoint the
specific tenet of the theory they will be illustrating. For example, if students are investigating
Hill-Collins’ (1991) framework of controlling images of Black women in popular culture, they
would not tackle all the controlling images presented in Hill-Collins’ frame. Rather, they would
highlight one, and be able to reframe the controlling image in their own words. After this brief
synopsis, they demonstrate the real-life example.
Students can take any approach they can imagine, and while this is framed as an
individual assignment, students have, at times, asked to work together which can also be
productive. The only restriction is they cannot just talk at the camera the entire time. There is no
requirement for sophisticated editing or production. In fact, this assignment is framed as a low-fi
entrance into finding theory within cultural sites, mirroring how the researcher would take field
notes in ethnographic work.
After completing their videos, students can upload them to the learning management
system or via an unlisted YouTube link. Students are told that the videos are not shared to the
full class. This is an important detail, because the process of making connections between theory
and lived experience opens possibilities for all shades of disclosures, depending on the
theoretical framework investigated. I do not force students to share vulnerabilities (or glimpses
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into their personal lives) with me or others. And the first way that I can show a respect for those
boundaries is by not requiring their classmates to view each other’s videos. However, in the past,
I have asked students for permission to share to the full class if their videos are particularly
engaging and participatory, as these were:
• An MTV Cribs style tour of the Black Student Union’s space, the Ebony Lounge,
and how it functions as a counter public gathering space.
• A conversation with a co-worker presenting the workplace break policies and how
Deetz’s frame of stakeholder participation fails at their organization.
• A makeup tutorial (re)creating themselves as a queer monster.
• A performance skit with friends recreating their first meeting through the lens of
Berger’s Uncertainty Reduction Theory.
The assignment is engaging and offers students and professors a new way of seeing and
connecting with each other. Even during Zoom classes, the videos become a space of compelling
shared moments and inside jokes (“I see your friend made an appearance in this video too!” or
“Well done putting sunglasses on Kenneth Burke”). The WotS assignment takes the theory from
the page and, with energy and engagement, inspires everyone to think about the material realities
that brought us here in the first place.
Debriefing
It is important to debrief as a class after the due date, even though all the videos will not
be shown to the class. In the class period after each video is due, I open the class with a quick
survey of what theory each student chose for that module. We go through each theory and
students are asked to volunteer what type of “scene” they imagined within the video. These
conversations become important for two reasons. First, they allow students to hear other ideas.
Students who might have taken a less creative approach are empowered by their colleagues to
consider more creative imaginings of theory in the wild. Second, they serve as an informal
review of the theories from that unit. I ask the students what tenets the example illustrated, or if
other students took up other pieces of the theory to illustrate. Oftentimes, when reviewing for the
final exam, I call upon these examples to discuss a particular theory; it helps students with recall,
retention, and precipitates the explanation of theory in their own words.
Assessment
The WotS assignment is framed as a lo-fi investigation into the ways students discover
theories intersecting with their own lived experience. The four assessment criteria emphasize
these parameters. Each of the four assessment criteria offer characteristics for evaluating the
videos. In addition to using this rubric to grade students, I also provide written feedback on each
of the criteria:
1. Provides clear explanation of the theory in their own words.
• Does the explanation of the theory reflect the readings and/or class
discussion accurately?
• Is the student able to transform the theory into their own framework of
understanding?
• Does the explanation of the theory address the lived experience moment
presented in the video?
2. Describes an appropriate lived experience example.
• Does the example match the theory presented?
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•

Does the student give enough contextual description to understand the
example?
• Is the example developed enough to illustrate the theory?
3. Explains the links between lived experience and theory.
• Does the student offer clear connections between the theory as explained and
specific moments within the example as presented?
• Do the links between the theory and lived experience help illustrate the
(dis)function of the theory?
4. Incorporates creativity and proven effort.
• Did the student demonstrate attention to detail in the presentation of their
example?
• Did the student utilize an approach beyond using a PowerPoint?
• Was the example well-thought out and organized?
This assignment is just one piece in a larger pedagogical puzzle that seeks to move away
from the “objective” authority of theorists and philosophers that dominate the discussions in our
undergraduate classrooms. With this assignment, students become agents in the co-determination
of theoretical meaning making through performance, centering their own epistemic experiences
rather than those typically discussed in teaching theory in the classroom. This meaning making is
centered in the “I,” and the immediacy of lived experiences and the haptics of life as documented
within the short videos. Short videos such as the ones required in this assignment take a step
toward reframing knowledge production not just inside the classroom, or from the theorist, but
within students’ own lifeworlds.
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